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Ursula Klawitter / Getty Images We made our coronavirus coverage free for all readers. To get all HBR content delivered to your inbox, sign up for the daily alert newsletter. It is safe to say that for the first time in the age of technology, face-to-face hoc meetings are no longer an option for many people.
While we don't anticipate that the meetings present will go away forever, working during the Covid-19 crisis provides us with the opportunity to reflect on how the best leaders will succeed in virtual environments. For many, working from home, and communicating through digital media like Slack, Zoom,
and WebEx, is nothing new. Many business models have supported virtual work for years as a necessity to accommodate employees and customers in different locations. However, while technology has improved our ability to work and communicate remotely, we have not yet had to develop a set of best
practices for leading remote teams in the capacity that has been created by this crisis. My intention here is to challenge the leaders to pause and identify what they need to do differently not only to maintain, but also to strengthen their skills in a 'virtual environment' especially during the time when their
teams are looking for them more than ever for directions. First, it's important to be aware of the factors that make working together practically such a challenge: it's uncomfortable for some. Every day I watch my teens laugh on Facebook Time and chat with their friends, as if there's only one other person
in the room. But for many of us adults, who didn't grow up with the same technology, it can still be quite uncomfortable. This lack of convenience makes it practically harder for some to unlock, connect, trust and communicate with each other. If you are a leader today, in a virtual environment, you may be
trying to display the same level of authenticity and provide your team with the same sense of safety as you did in person. Managing interagency dynamics is harder. Both for technical reasons and because it's harder to read people on video, it's harder to give and get virtual, especially in group settings.
You can easily lose people's attention. It's challenging enough to engage people in a face-to-face meeting, but virtual meetings often come with a plethora of new distractions that give you little control over. New skills are needed, from you. Whether it's managing technology, maintaining strong facilitation
skills, or re-thinking the agenda, virtual is different from in-person. Knowing this is half the battle. With these factors as a backdrop, ask yourself five questions to ensure that you are the best leader you can be as you manage your team from home. Am I strategic enough? Strong leaders practice strategic
communication in every interaction, whether it's an all-day meeting, an hour-long session, a sales call, one Check in, or even an email. But communicating practically requires more strategic planning because you can't rely on as much human or charisma communication to carry you. Before each
exchange, take the time to think about the purpose, the audience and the context of the exchange. Then write down the goals, agenda and amount of time you want to spend on each item. It helps your goals be wider than usual. For example, how do you want someone else (or people) to feel after
speaking? Your challenge is to make up nomination quotes for face-to-face interaction deficits. This means asking more questions during your interactions, checking with team members to make sure you are aligned, and leaving extra time for those moments to take place during presentations or group
meetings. Have I revised communication plans for my direct team and the organization greatly? Moving virtual operations means it's time to revisit and potentially revise your communication protocols with direct reports, staff, board members, and any other audiences you regularly work with. For example,
you now have to think about how you will run your weekly checks with team members. Do you hold these meetings over the phone, over laxity, or plan a video call? While best practice says video is the best, you may need to adjust your approach based on individual employee preferences. It also goes to
meet customers and other stakeholders. Using a table in a word document or Google Sheet can help you create a master plan for different types of meetings. Create at least four columns, including one for each of the following: communication mode (as one of the video, phone, laxity) cadence session
(as a weekly, monthly sample) meeting agenda (for example the building team, check this) meeting attendees (for example directors, board members) fill out your table based on how you work before moving virtually, then, revising the entire plan to adjust to your current situation. As you start revamp,
challenge everything you considered the best practice before, from the size of your meetings to the dedicated time. Ask: Should a video call be used for all notifications or can I simply write a status report to update the team? Do I need a more czech program with direct reports I make up for not being in
person? Should that meeting that lasted an hour in the office take a full 60 minutes online? Should any communication seek detailed email summaries to keep everyone on the one page? Looking at the whole layout will allow you to optimize it. How can I reset roles and responsibilities to help people
succeed? Some people grow up while working remotely, while others may feel a lack of motivation or face other un anticipated challenges. Although it may be obvious that it is initially struggling, as a leader, it's your job to regularly check with team members on how to deal with them. During one-on-one
self, ask: How they are You want to go after you? What challenges do you face? What do you think you should be successful for? How can I, or the team, help? through these discussions reassess each person's strengths and weaknesses. You may find that you need to change responsibility around or
invest in training sessions for those who feel less comfortable. For example, a member of your team may excel in individual running sessions, but lack technical skills or facilitation to run them remotely. Or you may find that you have someone who actively participates during corporate meetings, but not as
actively as in virtual meetings. Because change - such as changing roles and taking on new work - can bring up sensitivity in people, it's important to frame any suggestions you see as an opportunity to grow. By recognising the strongest and weakest points of your direct report, putting them where they
can succeed, and providing them guidance when fighting, you will not only help your team be more productive, you will help your employees develop. In these conversations, be sure to ask for feedback and thoughts considering how the team can improve. Remember that respect, authenticity and care are
the basis for strong leadership. Am I keeping my eye on (and communicating about) the big picture? When you're working remotely, it's easy to focus solely on tactical, to stay glued to your computer, fielding emails after email, in earnest, unagencyted fashion. With your list to do heights in front of you,
and no colleague to pull you out of your head, you may be tempted to stay buried in Herz. But people rely on leaders for direction, especially at uncertain times. This means, no matter how many small tasks clogging your calendar, you need to be able to lift your head and keep an eye on the bigger
picture. Be sure to carn out time to work in business (strategy), as opposed to working in business (operations). Do this by blocking time in your personal calendar to think about strategy. Or if your thoughts are clear, schedule a strategy meeting with your team. Use this time to re-visit basic questions
about business and organization, such as: Is our value proposition clear to our customers? Are there opportunities for us to improve our business model? Is our team engaged, productive and inspired to do their best? remember the idea of Michael Porter's classic piece, Strategy? The new [strategic]
positions are being opened because of change... New needs emerge as communities evolve. At a time when it's easy to focus solely on defense, it's up to leaders to go into attack and watch out for doors that might open. What more can I do to strengthen our company's culture? I'm constantly By the
story I hear from even stronger growing teams during this time. Many of the most resilient leaders I have worked with have done this by finding the opportunity to align, engage, and inspire their teams around a goal. Now teams need to feel connected, not only to the company's mission but also to each
other. One way to do this is to regularly set aside time for team members to highlight and share wins delivered either to customers, each other, or to their businesses. If well crafted, you can knit bright spot sharing into the vision, mission, or company values, replicate the importance or purpose of the
organization and play an essential role that each plays in achieving it. If visiting time is tight, you can also use a loose page, quick email or other type of nonverbal communication. To bring people together, you might also consider prioritizing some of the team building streets that were less essential
before. Many of our clients have begun doing virtual social hours, meditation groups, art-sharing clubs, team music performances, and fitness challenges. While these options may be for everyone, they are just a handful of examples that we've seen start positive team dynamics. Even something simply
starting a meeting by asking people to bring a video, a mam, or a photo that gives them joy can foster the comrade and laughter needed. Is there a silver lining to our current business environment? I'd say, yes. The leadership skills you are currently building will continue to serve you after Covid-19. theres
no going back to exactly where we used to be . New opportunities will open up - perhaps the full virtual workforce at the level we've ever seen. And thanks to an un anticipated time in our history, you'll be ready for it, with new skills in place to really lead, whether from home or office, more effectively than
before. If our free content helps you claim with these challenges, please consider subscribeing to HBR. Buying a subscription is the best way to support creating these resources. Page 2 (no review yet) Write a review of the quantity price applied (no review yet) Write an item Review: #H05L1W-PDF-ENG
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